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Dear Sir,

Adenolipoma of breast is an rare hamartamatous lesion
with a variable growth pattern.1 The exact incidence is still
unknown but it can be detected accurately in radiological
investigations like mammograms in upto 0.16%2 and later
confirmed histopathologically. In order to be aware of this
rare entity and to avoid incorrect diagnosis that might lead
to unnecessary surgery, prompted us to report.

A 30yr female presented to surgery OPD with a mobile
tender lump of size 4 x2 cm approx in the upper inner
quadrant of the right breast. The swelling was progressive
in size since a month. There was no change in the
breast skin or any nipple retraction.There was no such
lump in the left breast or any enlarged lymphnodes in
bilateral axilla. The patient was then referred for fine
needle aspiration cytology to our department. FNAC done
revealed small duct epithelial cells in clusters and mature
adipocytes over a fatty background, corroborating the
clinical finding, the diagnosis was suggestive of non-
proliferative benign breast disease, possibly fibroadenoma.
However there was no typical arrangement of duct epithelial
cells in staghorn pattern, or stromal fragments as seen in
the typical fibroadenoma on cytology, so excisional biopsy
was suggested. There were was no history of other medical
disease in the patient. All other routine investigations were
apparently normal. The patient underwent a subcutaneous
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lumpectomy and the specimen was send to our dept for
histopathological examination. Grossly it was a globular
grayish white encapsulated mass measuring 5x3x2 cm
with a smooth external surface, which on cutsection
was solid, homogenous and yellowish (Figure 1a-b).
Histosection shows disorganised arrangement of ducts
and lobules. There is predominantly acini of lobules and
paucity of ducts intermingled with mature fat tissue in a
hamartamatous pattern embedded in a fibroconnective tissue
stroma (Figure 2a-d). Thus a histopathological diagnosis of
adenolipoma was rendered.

The term adenolipoma was first suggested by Spalding
in the year 1945. It is an uncommon lesion with
various synonyms like fibroadenolipoma, hamartoma or
post lactational tumours.3 It is usually regarded as a
hamartamatous lesion consisting of disorganised collection
of mammary tissues including duct and lobules, fat and
fibrous tissue as well as smooth muscles admixed in
varying proportions. Other rare variants of hamartoma are
adenohibernoma, myoid hamartoma and chondrolipoma.
Our case was devoid of smooth muscle and cartilage tissue
that is seen in myoid hamartoma and chondrolipoma.

Adenolipoma usually presents as a soft mobile
well defined mass and is often misdiagnosed as other
benign tumours. The typical mammographic finding of
adenolipoma is a well circumscribed lesion containing
both fat and soft tissue surrounded by a capsule.4,5

Microscopically composed of variable mixture of ducts and
lobules admixed with fat in varying proportion, however
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Fig. 1: a-b: Gross Pic - Globular grayish white encapsulated mass measuring 5x3x2cm with a smooth external surface, C/s was solid,
homogenous and yellowish

Fig. 2: a: Scanner view 40x:-Clusters of lobules with paucity of ducts embedded in fibrofatty connective tissue stroma; b: low power
100x; c-d: High power 400x- showing lobules embedded in fibrofatty stroma.

lobules are more numerous than ducts and do not seem to
cluster around ducts. Majority of the lesion is composed
of fat that is around 5 to 90%.6 Four different patterns
of hamartoma have been known to be reported in a study
conducted by Jones et al after analysis of 17 cases of breast
hamartomas: 1) circumscribed fibrocystic changes with fat,
smooth muscle or collagen, 2) Fibroadenoma with fat or
cartilage 3) fibroadenoma with lobules 4) adenolipoma.7

Other associations known to have been reported with this
entity includes fibrocystic changes,sclerosing adenosis
and pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia.6,8 Certain
secondary tumours are known to occur in adenolipoma

.Few authors have reported simultaneous coexistence
of fibroadenoma with adenolipoma in 12 % patients,5

Harigopal et al reported two cases of fibroadenoma arising
from adenolipoma.9 Neoplastic changes though rare in
adenolipoma,one should always exclude a possibility of
such transformation. Pervatikar et al reported invasive
ductal carcinoma in a mammary hamartoma in a 25 year
old.10

The histopathological differential diagnosis of
adenolipoma includes fibroadenoma and phylloides
tumour. Presence of lobular structure and its disorganised
arrangement clearly distuiguishes adenolipoma from
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fibroadenoma. On the other hand phylloides tumour is
more cellular in comparison to adenolipoma, and cleft like
epithelium lined spaces are not seen in adenolipoma.2

The correct diagnosis of adenolipoma is dependent
on radiological and histopathological examination.
Hamartomas are benign but are prone for recurrences as
being noted in 8 % of patients.11 Enucleation is the standard
treatment of patients with adenolipoma.1,2,6,12
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